Effect of using Polyether Ether Ketone versus Metal Mesh Reinforcement on Fracture Resistance of Maxillary Polymethyl Methacrylate Denture Bases. An In-Vitro study.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of different reinforcing materials on the fracture resistance of maxillary dentures reinforced by either PEEK or metal framework meshes. The weight of reinforced dentures in both groups was also calculated. 14 reinforced complete dentures were fabricated with similar denture base thickness and same arrangement of teeth by duplication of trial denture bases through custom made stone mold and silicon mold for teeth arrangement. The dentures were divided into 2 groups. In the first group, the dentures were reinforced with metal meshes while in other group PEEK meshes of the same thickness was used for the reinforcement. Mesh reinforcement in both groups were digitally designed by EXO-CAD dental software on scanned cast, printed, and then fabricated in either of the two materials: metal or PEEK. Each denture was subjected to load from a universal testing machine using a fissure load applicator at mid palatal area at speed of 5mm/min. The load at failure manifested by sharp drop to below 50% on load-deflection curve was recorded in Newton. Before the load application, the weight of each denture in both groups was evaluated. All collected data were statistically analyzed. Fracture pattern of dentures in both groups was visually assessed. A statistically significant difference (P= 0.004) in the maximum average load the dentures could withstand before fracture was found between the two groups. Metal reinforced maxillary dentures could withstand maximum average load of 1686.63 ±325.06 N with corresponding value of 1160.22 ±197.21 (N) for PEEK reinforced dentures. Also using PEEK mesh decreased weight of denture by 26% compared to metal reinforced denture. PEEK mesh with thickness of 0.7 to 0.9 mm did not influence the fracture strength of complete dentures compared to metal mesh with the same thickness.
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INTRODUCTION

Various alternatives exist for management of the edentulous predicament. Conventional maxillary complete denture (CD) remains to be one of most accepted and widely used treatment options. Worldwide, polymethyl methacrlylate is the most employed denture base material. This can be attributed to its high esthetic properties, ease of manipulation and ease of the repair of the material. On the other hand, the most common encountered complication with PMMA maxillary CDs is midline fracture of prostheses especially in the presence of opposing natural dentition. The reported incidence of fracture of the maxillary CDs is twice that of the mandibular CDs. Masticatory forces cause increased resorption of edentulous ridges compared to mid-palatal area especially if there is lack of regular prosthodontic maintenance check-ups. Different techniques have been attempted to reinforce CDs by several researchers. At a microscale level, reinforcement is achieved by adding reinforcing powder particles or fibers, and at a larger scale by adding larger-size fibers, wires, metallic or non-metallic meshes.

The most common method for the reinforcement of PMMA is the incorporation of fibers or filler particles in the polymer matrix. The matrix forms a continuous phase which surrounds and holds the fibers in place which act as the main load-bearing filler to withstand the force concentration. Silane coupling agent could be used to improve the strength of the adhesion between the matrix and fibers. Among these different reinforcement fibers Nylon fibers, Kevlar fibers, glass fibers, E-glass fibers and PMMA fibers. Stainless steel wires have been a popular type of metal strengtheners used. A wide range of strengthening effect of metal wires has been reported in the literature, such as effect of various wires form (shape and diameter) on the transverse strength of denture base composite material. It was mentioned that from a technical point of view there was a difficulty in manipulation of metal wires when used as base material strengtheners. The influence of using of a stainless-steel mesh to improve the mechanical properties of acrylic denture base material has been evaluated by several investigators. Furthermore, from a technical point of view, a fractured denture base previously reinforced with metal mesh would be more difficult to repair because of wires protruding from the fracture site.

Casted metal strengtheners such as plates and meshes have been incorporated in the anterior palate region, to enhance the tensile strength of tested denture bases. The early attempt for denture reinforcement by metal frame and suggested metal framework design for metal based complete maxillary dentures that does not extend to cover the residual ridge crest this design was suggested in order to facilitate arranging the artificial teeth in cases of vertical space limitation. The benefit of using a rigid metal strengthener is that it increases the fracture
strength of PMMA in tension side\textsuperscript{16,17} and it was justified in the statement that saying use of cobalt-chromium bases in maxillary dentures reduces the functional bending of the prosthesis\textsuperscript{19}. The metal-base framework for a complete maxillary denture is designed to mainly cover the palatal and residual ridges areas, with the borders made of acrylic resin. However, it is difficult to arrange the artificial teeth in this design as there is not enough vertical distance between the upper residual ridge crest and the antagonist jaw in case of well-developed ridges\textsuperscript{18,19}. Shimizu, H. et al showed that the fracture strength of a cobalt-chromium reinforced complete maxillary denture with the newly proposed metal framework design was approximately two times greater than that of non-reinforced resin-based denture\textsuperscript{20}. Using metal frameworks within dentures increases the strength of the denture; nevertheless, concerns like corrosion of the metal framework, allergic reactions, permanent deformation following dropping of a denture, and difficulties encountered during casting procedure remain to be problems for metal-supported dentures and encouraged the search for alternative reinforcing materials\textsuperscript{17}.

Recently, new and non-metallic reinforcing framework materials have been introduced and suggested as a possible alternative to conventional mesh metal frameworks. Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) is a relatively new biocompatible polymer that has been incorporated in dental field with adequate mechanical properties when used in different restorative approaches\textsuperscript{21}.

In current study, the use of PEEK as a reinforcing mesh framework material was evaluated by comparing fracture resistance between PEEK and metal framework reinforced maxillary complete dentures.

**MATERIALS AND METHOD**

For fabrication of study models trial denture bases, fourteen stone casts with 8mm base thickness were poured using a standard rubber mold of a completely edentulous maxillary model with no undercuts or irregularities (U-402, Nissin Dental Products Inc., Kyoto, Japan). The stone casts were randomly assigned to either of two groups (n=7 each): metal-reinforced (group A) or PEEK reinforced (group B) maxillary denture bases. On one of the poured casts, 2.5-3 mm thickness trial denture bases of modelling wax, as determined by digital calliper, were softened, and adapted to fabricate trial denture bases. The wax was trimmed as dictated by limiting structures of the maxillary denture except for a small handle like extension to facilitate the removal of fabricated trial bases from casts at a later stage. The cast with wax trial denture base was then flanked. After setting of the stone, the flask was opened, and the modelling wax was thoroughly removed creating a mould for the fabrication of PMMA trial bases. Self-cured PMMA (Acrostone dental manufacture, Cairo, Egypt) was then mixed and
packed, two members of flask was re-assembled under hydraulic pressure to allow for proper packing of acrylic. After curing of PMMA, flask was opened, and trial denture base was removed and finished. The previous step was repeated till 14 trial denture bases with the same thickness were fabricated.

A maxillary complete denture was then fabricated with the aid of one of the previously made trial denture bases in conventional way using heat cure denture base resin. A new elastomeric mold of the teeth and polished surface of denture was then fabricated. With the aid of fabricated elastomeric mold, fourteen similar trial bases with the same teeth position and trial base thickness as fabricated denture were obtained as shown in (figure 1).

By the end of this stage, all specimens (14-dentures) were fabricated till the pre-flasking step. All denture bases exhibited the same thickness and artificial teeth arrangement and were ready for flasking and reinforcing mesh insertion.

Figure 1: Setting of teeth inside elastic mold to fabricate dentures of similar design and thickness

Fabrication of reinforcing meshes and insertion into final dentures:

One of poured stone casts was scanned by optical scanner (3shape D850 desktop scanner 3Shape®, Denmark) and digital data in STL format was imported into digital mesh design software -EXOCAD- (Autodesk San Rafael, CA, USA, partial module). The reinforcing mesh was designed to cover all palatal area and to extend to the crest of ridge, but not crossing it, anteriorly and bilaterally. The posterior part of edentulous ridge at tuberosity area was not covered rather a V-shaped notch was designed. The mesh was virtually relieved by 0.5 mm thickness wax. Mesh thickness at palatal vault and, on the ridge area was 0.7 mm and 0.9 mm respectively. The whole design process is shown in figure (2). The digital file of the designed mesh was then imported to SLA printer (FORMLAB, FORM2 USA) for the
printing of fourteen reinforcing meshes in castable resin (Castable Flcablo 2, FORMLAB USA). Seven of the printed resin meshes were then sprued and invested for the fabrication of metal meshes. Phosphate-bonded, metal investing material (Ecovest PCS MTD COM) was mixed and poured into investing rings according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Burnout of castable resin and casting of metal was then performed.

Figure 2: Digital planning of mesh framework

The same procedures were performed for the casting of PEEK meshes with only exception that after burn-out of the castable resin was performed, investing ring was pre-heated and PEEK was pressed as per for 2 press technique for pressing PEEK\textsuperscript{22}. A temperature of 400°C was maintained for 90 minutes during the pressing of PEEK. Finally, the fabricated meshes were retrieved from investment material and finished. PEEK meshes were painted by VISIOLINK adhesive material (© Bredent Chesterfield, UK) and light cured.
for 90 seconds to enhance the bond between PMMA and PEEK. The finished meshes were then kept in a small box lined with depron foam till the incorporation of meshes in dentures to be fabricated.

The previously fabricated trial denture bases were flaked using the conventional method. After the flaking, wax elimination was performed, and dentures were constructed.

In group A: Heat-cured acrylic denture base material was mixed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Separating media was applied to the 2 halves of the flasks. The material was be packed in the dough stage. After trial packing, the cellophane paper was removed and before final closure, manufactured metal mesh was applied on the palatal area. Then final closure was done by applying pressure of 10,000 N in a hydraulic press. After bench curing and heat polymerization, the dentures were finished and polished. Similarly, additional six specimens were fabricated to produce all dentures of the control group.

In group B: The dentures were fabricated following the same procedures described for the control group except that PEEK reinforcing meshes were inserted in flask at the packing stage instead of metal ones.

After the fabrication of all the study samples, dentures were labeled by identification numbers, then submerged into saline for at least 24 hours before measuring the weight and fracture resistance.

**Testing of samples**

Before testing the fracture resistance, all the specimens were removed from the saline and weighted using a digital scale (Weigh Gram Barcelona - Spain). The results were recorded and tabulated. After that the specimens where loaded to evaluate the fracture resistance of the specimens.

Each specimen was horizontally mounted on a universal loading, computer-controlled testing machine (UTM, Lloyd IR 5k, Lloyd Industries LTD Hampshire, UK). The dentures were mounted with the occlusal surface oriented downward. A compressive load was applied at 90 degrees to each denture base through loading arm of machine on the tissue surface at the point where the midline of the denture crosses the line connecting the second premolars on each side. The downward load applied along the midline of the tissue surfaces of the denture was designed to be equivalent to the upward load on both sides. The speed of loading arm movement was 5 mm/s and the load was gradually increased in magnitude till there was a sudden drop in load of more than 50% than the initial applied load as described by Polyzois. At that point, the fracture resistance was recorded.

**Evaluation of fracture pattern:**

The fracture pattern of denture was also evaluated visually and classified based on the site and pattern of fracture as described by Choudhary. The fracture was described as class I
fracture if the fracture line passed through midline between central incisors and was extending posteriorly. Class II was defined if fracture line was running in a diagonal direction extending to the posterior extension and further away from midline. Moon-shaped fracture passing through labial or buccal flange without or without the separation of fractured segment was described as class III. Class IV was described as fracture line passing through dentoalveolar structure with loss of two or more teeth while in class V was considered as a fracture of a part of artificial tooth or separation of a single tooth from denture. One more class was added by the authors to the above-described classification, labelled as class VI, and described combined fracture at 2 or more sites of any of the previously mentioned locations.

**Statistical analysis:**

Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 2.0 for Windows. Data was presented as mean and standard deviation (SD). The significance level was set at $P \leq 0.05$. Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests were used to assess data normality. Independent Student t-test was used to compare fracture resistance and weight of metal-reinforced and PEEK-reinforced frameworks.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Fracture resistance:**

Values of maximum load in N, stiffness in N/m and work to rupture (fracture) in J after the loading of specimens were extracted from universal testing machine (UTM) and are presented in table: 1.

The difference between the two groups was statistically significant ($P= 0.004$) where metal-reinforced dentures withstood significantly higher maximum load before fracture compared to dentures in PEEK-reinforced group. Metal reinforced maxillary dentures could withstand maximum average load of 1686.63 (N) with corresponding value of 1160.22 (N) for PEEK reinforced maxillary denture group. The standard deviation (SD) value was higher in metal reinforced dentures ($\pm 325.06$ N) when compared with corresponding values in the PEEK reinforced group ($\pm 197.21$ N) which reflects the wider range of maximum load values in metal reinforced group.

**Table 1: Mean ± SD and P-value for the comparison of maximum load in (N) between metal-reinforced and PEEK-reinforced frameworks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean value of maximum load (N)</th>
<th>Standard deviation (SD)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal-reinforced framework</td>
<td>1686.63</td>
<td>± 325.06</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEK-reinforced framework</td>
<td>1160.22</td>
<td>± 197.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Statistically significant at $P \leq 0.05$
Fracture pattern

In PEEK-reinforced group, visual assessment of fracture lines revealed clear midline fracture extending posteriorly (class I) with complete separation of fractured parts in 57% of samples figure: 6 (d,e,f,g). Two samples representing 29% showed class II fracture pattern with fracture line running in a diagonal direction extending posteriorly and further away from midline figure: 6 (a & c). Only one specimen showed fracture line passing through dentoalveolar structure (class IV) which represents 14% of test group (Group b). Figure (6 b). In control group (group A), different fracture patterns were revealed; class (VI) was the most common pattern of fracture. A combination fracture presenting both half-moon shaped fracture, diagonal and midline fracture was observed in 57% of samples (as in figure: 5 a, b, c & g). Class II fracture pattern was found in 29% of specimens (Figure 5 e, f). Contrary to fractures observed in group B, there was an incomplete separation of fractured parts in most of control group specimens which showed peeling away of resin flacks from reinforcing metal framework.

Figure 3: All samples collected and numbered before testing
Figure 4: Set up of test & loading of samples

Figure 5: Fracture patterns of control group
Figure 6: Fracture patterns of intervention group, class I in (D, E, F, G) class II in (A&C), class IV in (B).

Weight measuring:

Independent Student test (table: 2) showed that metal-reinforced framework displayed significantly higher mean weight values compared to PEEK-reinforced framework (P<0.001). The results revealed that using PEEK mesh decreased weight of denture by 26% compared to metal-reinforced denture.

Table 2: Mean ± SD and P-value for the comparison of weight (g) between metal- and PEEK-reinforced frameworks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Metal-reinforced framework</th>
<th>PEEK-reinforced framework</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (g)</td>
<td>34.44 ± 0.65</td>
<td>25.44 ± 1.43</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conventional complete dentures fabricated using polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) are considered as one of optimal treatment modalities for edentulous upper ridge. Unfortunately, the mechanical properties of this material are suboptimal where PMMA denture bases
undergo fracture\textsuperscript{10}. According to a survey performed by Darbar UR et al\textsuperscript{25}, it was reported that 29\% of all repairs were associated with midline fractures of complete dentures. Causes of such fracture pattern have been attributed to flexural failure caused by a combination of fatigue and stress concentration around fulcrum line due to differential resorption pattern in supporting bony areas between alveolar ridges and hard palate area specially in the region of median palatine raphe\textsuperscript{26}. To overcome these deficiencies, many attempts have been made to enhance the mechanical properties of denture base acrylic amongst which is the use of reinforcing mesh made of higher mechanical properties material such as metal. The aim of the current study was to evaluate the fracture resistance of PEEK-reinforced maxillary complete denture bases and compare it with that of metal-reinforced bases.

The current study was designed as an in-vitro study as laboratory studies can be more easily controlled and standardized and as well yield accurate results especially when the experiments are concerned with comparative values\textsuperscript{21}. An educational maxillary “Nission model” was used to ensure an ideal condition of the ridge, and the palate. Model U-402 was selected as it represents limited undercuts and irregularities to avoid scratching of stone cast during repeated seating and removal of acrylic denture base during study procedures.

The elastomeric duplicate silicone material used was addition polysilicon material as it is considered one of the most dimensionally stable register materials. It also requires less time to recover the viscoelastic deformation compared to other rubber impression materials\textsuperscript{27}. The silicone index was used as a mold to produce identical stone casts for standardization.

In our study, two different types of meshworks were used for the reinforcement of maxillary denture bases and were compared; the commonly used conventional metallic (Co-Cr) mesh and the newly introduced meshes made of PEEK material. A chromium cobalt alloy (Co 63.0 percent, Cr 29.5 percent, Mo 5.0 percent, Si 1.0 percent) was used for the casting of the metal frameworks because of its low cost, availability, and ease of manufacturing\textsuperscript{28}. In a narrative review, Tekin, S et al.\textsuperscript{29} reported that PEEK is used in dentistry as an alternative material to metal components in removable partial prostheses. PEEK as a polymer material eliminates metallic taste and allergic reactions which can be experienced with prosthetics metal components. Furthermore, the white color of PEEK can encourage it use as an alternative removable partial prosthesis material in areas of esthetic concern where display of metallic component would be unacceptable. In this study, Bio-HPP (High Performance Polymer), which is a PEEK variant was selected for the fabrication of PEEK frameworks. Bio-HPP is reinforced with special ceramic filler, which results in improved mechanical properties optimal for the use in the different dental fields including the field of prosthodontics. Muhsin SA. et al.\textsuperscript{30} found that flexural properties of PEEK reinforced denture base material was
higher than that of non-reinforced PMMA and suggested the use of reinforced PEEK material as a higher strength denture base material in removable prosthesis construction. The grain size of ceramic fillers used for the reinforcement of PEEK ranges in size from 0.3 to 0.5 μm. Owing to this small grain size, homogeneity of material can be ensured, which is an important prerequisite for the outstanding material properties and consistent quality. The fine granularity of the filler particles as well provides the basis for the extremely good polishing properties that the material exhibits and minimal plaque adhesion.  

Digital workflow was selected for designing both types of meshwork frameworks to ensure the design standardization regarding the thickness and the extension of the mesh within the denture base material. The 3Shape desktop scanner which was used in the current study is known for its accuracy and precision of scanning. It consists of LED, 2 x 5 MP cameras with an accuracy of 7μm (ISO) / 8μm (Implant bar) and a motion system supporting several axes for positioning the scanned object towards the light source and cameras. The light source projects well-defined lines onto the surface of the object, and the cameras acquire images of the lines. The mesh frameworks were designed to cover the hard-palatal area and to extend to the crest of the ridge but did not exceed the maximum curvature of the edentulous ridge to avoid unaesthetic metal display. Furthermore, half circular-shaped notches were designed on maxillary tuberosity anatomical area to avoid any increase in thickness of that area that may interfere with occlusion in case of actual clinical situation. The mesh was virtually relieved by 0.5 mm thickness of wax to create a space for incorporation of acrylic to directly fit over oral mucosa to accept future relining.  

In addition to being commercially available, Formlabs printing system (printer and castable resin) is SLA-based printing system. Such a printing system provides accurate and repeatable castable patterns. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, the printed framework was rinsed twice in 96% ethanol solution in an ultrasonic bath to remove excess uncured material. Following the ultrasonic bath, a maximum of 5-minute alcohol rinse was performed, any excessive rinsing was avoided as it could lead to surface defects in the printed framework. For the standardization of experiment set-up, for2press fabrication and conventional casting techniques were selected for the fabrication of PEEK and metal mesh frameworks respectively. Those two techniques are somewhat similar in technical steps except for the type of material and cycles used. All dentures were stored in 37°C water for 24 hours before the testing procedures to eliminate the influence of PMMA water resorption on mechanical properties of all dentures. The fracture resistance was measured using a universal testing machine at a crosshead speed of 5.0 mm/minute. A compressive load was applied to each specimen in a downward direction.
along the midline of the tissue surfaces of the denture bases to be equivalent to the upward load on both sides of bases combined with unyielding support in the center of the plate, thus simulating the actual clinical scenario\textsuperscript{31}.

The flexural strength of denture base materials is generally evaluated using a three-point bending test on a beam-shaped sample according to the British standard BS 20795-1:2013, and ISO standard number: 20795\textsuperscript{34}. Nevertheless, in this study to mimic the actual clinical situation, denture-shaped specimens were used and the maximum load the denture base-framework complex could withstand was obtained and was considered as a direct indicator of the fracture resistance property of the material rather than using the above-mentioned standardized tests \textsuperscript{35}.

The results revealed that the maximum load the specimens could withstand in the control group (group A) were significantly higher than the specimens in test group (group B). These results are coinciding with the reported data in the literature where the maximum load values for the PEEK and Co-Cr were 150 MPa and 464 ± 70 MPa; respectively \textsuperscript{36, 37}. Zoidis P. \textit{et al} \textsuperscript{38} suggested preforming some design modifications in PEEK frameworks. These changes involve the increase in the thickness of framework material to improve the mechanical performance of material as reinforcing mesh framework. Similarly, Dawson JH \textit{et al}. \textsuperscript{39} reported better mechanical properties of PEEK frameworks compared to metal ones when used in larger thickness than metal for both upper CDs and lower implant supported fixed dentures.

The low specific gravity of PEEK material (1.32 g/cm\textsuperscript{3}) can safely permit the modification of framework design through the increase in the thickness of the mesh without the fear of increasing the weight of prosthesis \textsuperscript{40}. This is in accordance with the findings of the current study where metal-reinforced dentures displayed significantly higher mean weight values compared to their PEEK-reinforced counterparts ($P < 0.001$). Our results revealed that using PEEK mesh decreased weight of dentures by 26 \% compared to metal-reinforced dentures. Furthermore, the lighter weight of PEEK-reinforced dentures can positively affect the retention of maxillary complete denture and consequently the patient’s satisfaction. Costa-Palau \textit{et al}. \textsuperscript{41} used peek for the fabrication of maxillofacial prostheses and reported satisfactory results by the patients. In the same context, Zoidis P. \textit{et al}. \textsuperscript{31} evaluated patients’ satisfaction when using PEEK frameworks compared to metal ones in RPDs and as well measured the weight of prosthesis. The findings of the later study showed that PEEK RPDs are lighter in weight compared to metal ones due to the difference in specific gravity between the two materials. The patients’ acceptance of PEEK RPDs was also higher than that of the patients in the metal group. The difference in weight between the two groups (27.5 \%) in
study by Zoidis P. et al. was almost similar to the weight difference in our study (26%) between the metal and PEEK group. Therefore, it can be suggested that for the sake of future studies increasing the thickness of PEEK framework should be evaluated in relation to improvement of its mechanical properties and reinforcing qualities as a denture framework material. However, caution should be exercised that such an increase in thickness of framework material be performed within physiologic limits that would not interfere with the speech of patients. As per the literature, maximum thickness of palatal area of maxillary complete denture can be increased up to 3.75 mm. which would be maximum range of increase in PEEK framework for future studies. Nazari V. et al. divided the fracture mode of composite prosthetic devices which consist of 2 or more materials into three patterns; a fracture which initially occur in the surface material and propagate to the framework, the second pattern is a fracture that occur at the interface of reinforcing framework and bulk material, and a third pattern that represents a mixed pattern of fracture with a combination of different fracture patterns at different sites. By gross inspection of fracture patterns of our study samples, a clear midline fracture of both acrylic base material and reinforcing PEEK framework with limited or no tags and complete separation of fractured parts was observed in group B (test group). This fracture pattern indicates the presence of true interlocking (bonding) between the PEEK and resin base material that the fracture did not propagate through the interface between the 2 materials. Thus, it can be suggested that for increasing mechanical properties of composite prosthesis (denture and reinforcing framework), the thickness of mesh can be increased which increases the overall fracture resistance of whole prosthesis. Most of test group fractures were of class I or class II types (midline and para midline fracture patterns). On the other hand, different fracture patterns were observed in control group where class VI type of fracture was predominantly observed which combined midline of denture base and half-moon fracture passing through labial or buccal flange. Contrary to the fracture pattern of test group, the control group showed incomplete separation of fractured parts and peeling of some resin flacks from metal framework which indicates that there was no true bond between the reinforcing metal framework and resin base material. Therefore, the crack propagated through the weakest phase of composite prosthesis which is represented by the interface between metal and PMMA and resulted in the peeling of PMMA from metal framework. The finding of our study is in accordance with the results of Sang-Hui Yu et al. who revealed incomplete fracture pattern which occurred only in the resin base material and propagated through the interface between resin base and reinforcing metal framework resulting in the peeling of PMMA when evaluating the fracture load and toughness of metal-reinforced dentures.
CONCLUSION

Based on the findings of the current study, it can be concluded that using PEEK mesh frameworks with thickness of 0.7 to 0.9 mm did not improve the fracture strength of conventional maxillary complete dentures. The fracture strength of PEEK-reinforced dentures was significantly lower than that of metal-reinforced counterparts with the same thickness. However, the light weight of the material can allow for the increased thickness of framework and consequently improved mechanical properties of PEEK as a reinforcing material and with no negative influence on the retention or esthetic of the prosthesis. Nevertheless, before such an assumption can be made, there is a need for future, well designed studies to validate or refute such assumption and enable evidence-based recommendations.
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